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ABSTRACT

This paper for the Proceedings of Conference on Anti-Nucleon and Nucleon-
Nucleus Interactions summarizes work by the principal investigator and his
collaborators on the nucleon-nudeon (N-N) and nucleon-nuclear (N-TI) inter-
actions. It draws heavily on a paper presented at the Many Body Conference in
Rome in 1972 but also includes a brief review of our phenomenological N-77
Interaction studies. We first summarize our 48-49 generalized scalar-vector
meson field theory model of the N-N interactions. This is followed by a brief
description of our phenomenological work in the 50's on the N-?2 interaction
sponsored by the Atomic Energy Commission (the present DOE). This work final-
ly led to strong velocity dependent potentials with spin orbit and isospin
terms for shell and optical model applications. This is followed by a section
on the Emergency of One-Boson Exchange Models describing developments in the
60's of quantitative generalized one boson exchange potentials (GOBEP) includ-
ing our purely relativistic N-N analyses. Then follows a section on the ap-
plication of this meson field model to the N-71 interaction, in particular to
spherical closed shell nuclei. This work was sponsored by AFOSR but funding
was halted with the Mansfield amendment. We conclude with a discussion of
subsequent collateral work by former colleagues and by others who have con-
verged upon scalar-vector relativistic models of N-N, N-N, N-7) and N-7?inter-
actions and some lessons learned from this extended endeavor.
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1. INTRODUCTION

After WWII there was a renewed effort to use meson field theory, whose
foundations had been laid just before the war, to explain the fundamental
nudeon-nucleon (N-N) interaction and N-nuclear (N-J|) interactions. Two major
obstacles impeded these endeavors: (1) the singularities which plagued the
original forms of meson field theory and (2) the complexity of the N-N
interaction as indicated by the properites of the deuteron and the emerging
N-N scattering data. My talk will describe a program on relating meson field
theory to the N-N and N-1^ interactions which for the most part has been
outside the mainstreams of nuclear and particle physics. This work has been
carried out with the help of many collaborators whose names are listed in
?*}>% <£. along with some milestones of the program. The structure of this
Telluride Conference suggests that our endeavors may now fit into a main
stream in intermediate energy nuclear physics. Accordingly, I will review
briefly some of the principal thrusts of our efforts drawing heavily upon an
invited paper presented in Rome in September 1972 [I]. I will also include a
brief review of our phenomenological N-f) studies as a part of the background
of our Dirac scalar-vector relativistic approach.

2. GENERALIZED BOSON FIELD THEORIES

The roots of our work in electrodynamics and in early forms of meson field
theory have been summarized in our prior works which are generally available
[1-4]. In articles published in 48 and 49 we assumed that all component meson
fields are characterized by a quadratic Langrangian density of the form

L = - (l/2a2) [C0Q
2+Cia

2(3AlQ>
2 + . . .

2N 2
+ V (3AidA2"-aANQ) ] • (1)

where a = -fi/Mc, the nucleon Compton wavelength, is our unit of length, and the
C's are diraensionless natural constants. Q(x^), the field coordinate, is a
real or imaginary function, x,, = (r.ict),^. = j/a x, , and Jk . ... ,, „ =3 /^x.

Here Q represents a scalar field. For other tensorial types we apply an appro-
priate subscript. The inclusion of second and higher derivatives in the above
Lagrangian was the new feature we introduced to meson theory at this time.
Then the elaborate machinery of early forms of Lorentz invariant quantum field
theory gives the basic Green's function as the generalized Yukawa function

(2)

where

Y^= r"1 exp-JCf (3)

(4)



The first two conditions in Eq. 4 were later imposed by Pauli and Villars {5]
as devices for suppressing singularities. In our generalized Lagranglan
field theory they arose deductively. Since they provided a mathematical
procedure for overcoming the singularities appearing in ordinary forms of
meson theory, ray own inclination in 48 was, and still is, that "if something
works—use it." Explanations as to why a model works usually come along later.

A second feature of our 48-49 effort was the essentially relativistic
nature of the N-N Interaction. In our initial study [6J the stimulation for
this feature arose out of attempts to impose an auxiliary condition upon the
vector-meson field. The additional scalar field used in Stuckelberg's [7]
generalization of the Lorentz condition focused aiy attention on SV combina-
tions. About the same time renewed speculations on 5 dimensional field
theories [87IOJ suggested that scalar and four-vector fields might be treated
as components of a "five-vector" field. I coupled this five-vector field to
the nucleon source using a second-quantization functional formalism first
applied by Feck to electrodynamics. In this case, it led to the interac-
tion 16]

V = (1 "A/2 - ^ 1 -

The intriguing aspect of this 5 diraensionally invariant interaction is that
the repulsive +J from the timelike and longitudinal components of the vector
field is cancelled by the attractive static term -J (fiz\ for v/c « i) arising
from the scalar field. Using a Breit's reduction [11,12] this: simple Diracian
interaction becomes the complex Schrodinger-Pauli interaction

V = -a2? 2J/4+2Jv'2+2?J'?

2 1 (6)

+ (l/12)[rd(r~1dJ/dr)/dr]S12 •

The first term is a weak attractive residual central field which is easily
overwhelmed by the velocity-dependent second and third terms. The third spin-
spin, the fourth spin-orbit and fifth tensor-force terms all are comparable.
In addition, the Diracian pseudoscalar-pseudoscalar interaction

was considered. After a Breit reduction this becomes

(l/12)[rd(r"1dJ/dr)/dr]S12 . (8)



Our Initial study of the Dlraclan Eqs. (5) and (7) using the corresponding
Schrodinger-Pauli Eqs. (6) and (3) used a Hulthen type wave function to show
that some of the then-known properties of the deuteron could be reasonably
encompassed by such a model providing J was a generalized Yukawa function.

This two-pronged approach—(1) the use of generalized boson fields to
remove divergence difficulties and (2) the use of the purely relativistic
five—vector and pseudoscalar interactions—appeared to the author to be a
simple and promising way of generating a complex but manageable N-N inter-
actior Unfortunately, it was contrary to the conventional wisdom of the time
and was greeted with strong skepticism (see Fig. 1). This skepticism probably
was related to the alternation in sign of the weight factors in our general-
ized field theory rather than the scalar-vector feature of our work.

Assuming the "wrong-sign" component fields act as independent fields, it
appeared that the theory contained negative-energy boson states. The impossi-
bility of giving physical interpretation to such generalized boson field
theories became the conventional wisdom of the time [13).

3. THE N-NUCLEAR INTERACTION

During the next decade my program consisted of more phenomenological
nuclear physics studies. This work began with a quantitative readjustment of
the Bethe-Weizsacker [14,15]"liquid drop" model mass formula to post war
nuclear masses. The mass formula parameters obtained were substantially
different from earlier values and in particular, av = 16 MeV rather than the
earlier 14 MeV. The coulomb radius constant was found to be r * 1.2f [16]
rather than the earlier 1.45f.

Our analyses also revealed a substantial shell model component in nuclear
masses [17]. This, in turn, motivated an effort to derive nuclear masses from
a shell model which had just been revived by Maria Mayer [18J. Prior to that,
the strong interaction model dominated nuclear thinking. I attempted to find
a family of realistic potentials which could account for last neutron
separation energies and the nuclear size resonances at mass numbers, 12, 55
and 170. These broad resonances were noted in low energy neutron scattering
by Ford and Bottom [19] as suggestive of a potential model. Our work was
carried out using analytical and graphical techniques prior to access to high
speed computers [20]. Good success in level ordering and neutron separation
energies and size resonance locations were obtained with a family of
potentials characterized by [21]

= - Vo£(r) , J?(r) - 1 r< a

- exp[-(r-a)/d] r > a (9)

where V = 40 MeV, d - If and a - 1.32A1/3 - 0.8f
o

Figure 2 shows this family of static N-nuclear potentials.

The unique feature of this potential at the time was the substantial
atmosphere like outer region which maintained itself as ona proceeded from
light to heavy nuclei. I included a spin orbit term of the form

£4;
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this form the last neutrons of beta stable nuclides are located in orbits
hi h approximately conform to the magic numbers of Mayer, (see FJg. 3i

. found a reasonable family of potentials for neutrons we expected
that the same potentials would work for protons providing we allowed for the
C lomb potential seen by protons. This, however, was not the case and after

°1 t of sorting out, we concluded that static tt-t)potentials must have the

form {22]

V(r) = - V i — v . h r J + V W (11)

with V • 46 MeV and V, =» 28 MeV and V (r) is a reasonable Coulomb potential.
Here tRe upper symbols are for protons and the lower symbols are for neutrons.
The (N-Z)/A term became known as the symmetry or isospin part of the nuclear
potential.

This N-l\ interaction places last neutrons and protons at about their
observed separation energies, gives the 25, 35, and 45 wave size resonances at
^ „ i2, 55 and 170 and approximately generates the magic N and Z magic num-
bers. Using such a potential we calculated the proton charge distributions p-
Fig. 4 shows the results so obtained in relationship to the electron scatter- "
ing observation of Hofstadter et al. [23,24] Considering the fact that the
Stanford observations were most sensitive to the outer regions of the proton
distribution and that this was an entirely independent body of experimental
information, the results were very gratifying.

Unfortunately, the static potentials given by Eq. 11 do a poor job in
generating total nuclear energies. These in principle could be calculatable
from the expectation of

HT =£T± + ^%Wi ^ ^ - { v . (12)

In practice the results using static potentials come out too small (insuffi-
cient total energy). In addition inner state binding energies as determined
by p, 2e experiments were underpredicted.

About the same time as these phenomenological bound state studies were
underway, phenomenological studies were underway to interpret • N-nuclear
scattering date using a nuclear optical model . It became apparent through
informal communications that the real part of the optical potential needed for
the N-nuclear optical model and the N-nuclear shell model potential were very
similar. The work of Bjorkland and Fernbach [25) showed chat good optical
model fitting required making the potential parameters energy dependent.
These indications together with our problems with total energies and infer-
ences from Bruckner [26] Bethe (27] Goldstone (28] prompted us to generalize
the central part of our N-nuclear potential into a non-local potential of th\.
type



-(v(r,r')f(r')dr
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where

• - " - " - ( 1 4 )

Phillip Wyatt, John Wills and I [29], using Los Alamos computers, attempted to
unify the N-nuclear bound and scattering states into a non-local IPM model
with energy independent parameters. Our numerical work was carried out by
using the so-called effective mass approximation to the non-local Schrodinger

b/

m(r) - mo/[l +f£(r)\ (16)

In effect, Eq. 15 characterizes a velocity dependent N-»lmodel for bound
and scattering states. The velocity dependent fl7 ) terms were closely
parallel to the velocity dependent Cerms in our 48-49 N-N work. Using this
VD potential, with a *J6o«4 SAVO--* fype +-©\iVt tattô we found a seven parameter
description which did a good job on bound state data including inner state
separaton energies obtained from p, 2p experiments [291 and also gave pretty
good fits to neutron scattering data. Fig.£ shows the scattering results
and F<f. 6 shows some bound state results. In this instance, the bound state
data was the primary basis for fixing the real potential parameters. The
scattering data was used to determine two imaginary terras in the optical
potential.,v The results were quite good for the time. Several years later
Perey and Buck [30] using a similar non-local starting point obtained better
fits to the scattering data by adjusting all seven parameters to the
scattering data.

This was the state of our work when a conference was held at Florida State
University in Tallahassee, Florida on March 16 and 17, 1959 [31] which
assembled most of the scientists actively engaged in nuclear optical model
work. Following two days of intense scientific interchange it became clear
that the nuclear ghell and optical models had overwhelmingly established
themselves wp iwgking warV TITBIT? Thr> explanation as to why they worked was
yet to be made. The conference was timely in bringing together most^ of the
worldi active workers on this topic just as the field emerged fromAtne prior
prevailing wisdom of the strong inte».jcton model. Fig. shows the author
with Charles Porter and Dave Saxon, two pioneers in the development of the
Nuclear Optical Model who served on the Editorial and Steering Committee.

Shortly after the conference, the author left university work for a four-
year tour with the space industry. When he returned, this time to the Univer-
sity of Florida, he proposed to resume his program on velocity dependent poten-
tials and the Air Force Office of Scientific Research accepted the proposal.



.4. THE EMERGENCE OF ONE-BOSON-EXCHANGE MODELS

The isovector-psuedoscalar It meson via the one pton-exchange potential
(OPEP), (Eq. 8 with a factor t>t_) was utilized in the early 50's to explain
the long-range properties of trie N-N interaction. Extensive attempts were
made [32,33] to deal with the taiddle ranges by supplementing the OPEP by
two-pion-exchange (TPE) contributions. These developments were supplemented
by Che multiparameter phenonenological potentials [34,35] of the late 50's
which incorporated the hard core. One-boson-exchange potentials reemerged in
the early 60's stimulated by the discovery in 1961 of theeo meson (vector-
isoscalar), the p meson (vector-isovector), and the h meson (isoscalar-
pseudoscalar) [36,37J. However, attempts to build an N-N interaction with a
mixture of the two vector mesons and two pseudoscalar mesons were impeded by
the large repulsive static term from the i*> meson. This interaction was do
dominant that little relationship could be made with experiment until a
neutral scalar meson was included whose ad hoc purpose was to cancel or
approximately cancel the static repulsion of thetu while preserving the
spin-orbit term. This approach was adopted almost simultaneously by several
groups in Japan and America {38-40] using several different mathematical
formalisms. In applying the model, only exchanges of single mesons rather
than multiple meson exchanges (such as two pions, three pions, etc.) were con-
sidered, hence the name one-boson-exchange models: OBEM. In effect, the heav-
ier mesons or resonances are viewed as replacing the multiple pion exchanges.

By 1964 good fits to higher partial-wave phase shifts had been obtained by
several groups using only 10 or so adjustable parameters in contrast to the
30-50 used with phenomenological potentials. While most of these studies used
various unitarized Born approximations or the method of dispersion relations,
Bryan and Scott [41J used a meson-potential Schrodinger-equation approach.
The similarity of their potentials with those obtained in my 43-49 work
stimulat' d the publication of the essence of my rejected paper [42] and the
resumption of the two-pronged relativistie interaction models with generalized
Yukawa functions approach summarized in Section 2. Then, in collaboration uriffj
Sfh'crf-WIQ; a*^ Sawada [3, 43] we developed several models starting from purely
relativistic models (theiT - 5w>models) with only i or 2 parameters to various
"broken" models with up to five adjustable parameters which not only fit the
higher partial waves but also gave excellent fits to S waves.

An opportunity for almost all the active experimental, phenomenological
and theoretical groups to get together to compare notes was afforded by the
International Conference of the N-N Interaction held at the University of
Florida in 1967 [44]. It became clear after three days of intensive discus-
sions that despite the great diversity of mathematical formalisms practically
all of the theoretical approaches were converging towards similar scalar-
vector-pseudoscalar physical models. The Florida work, as represented in the
paper of Green and Sawada, was somewhat unique in its success with S waves.
Because of their close penetration, the S waves are the most important waves
from the standpoint of nuclear physics. The key "new" elements in the Florida
work were the inclusion of relativistic velocity-dependent term (see Eq. 6)
and the use of generalized superpositions of meson fields. The possibility of
reinterpreting these generalized fields as arising from micleons having a
spatial extension (or form factor in momentum space) was discussed.

Subsequent to the Gainesville N-N conference Ueda and Green [45] obtained
excellent fits to experimental phase shifts by making two regulator raasses
identical. In pursuing this limit the relationship between regulators and



form factors F(k2) became clarified. Thus when we let N regulators be
degenerate, i.e., J., - Ju ... =» Jt^ ~JL we are in effect choosing a N/2-pole
form factor for eacn nucfeon given by

FN/2(k2) - [1 + (k2//t2)]"N/2 . (15)

The limits of our generalized potentials for N for dengerate regulators
N-fold regularized potential has the form

vN ( r ) =Tr-N f ^ ( r ) . ^ t^N xn ( i 6 )

where "f =• (A-2-.*/2 )/-A2, x
n = Ur) n^(r) and for N = 1, 2 and 4

tn
N - 1, t,2 =• 4". t * <*(£-+£;+ '£-) (17)

4 T -C 4 'C ,...

and t = 0 which allows Xi,(r) = Y^(r).

In effect, contrary to the conventional wisdom of the late 40's, our
generalized meson field theory can be given a very reasonable interpretation
in terms of the finite extension of nucleons.

The next advance came with a study by Gersten and Green ?40] which indi-
cated that by minor adjustments of the coupling constants GOBEP could account
very precisely for the binding energy, magnetic moment and the quadrupole
moment of the deuteron.

Fortified by these successes, the Florida group initiated an attempt to
deal more rigorously with the highly relativistic nature of the N-N inter-
action. This effort was begun using the two-particle Dirac equation in
coordinate space. It was consumated through the efforts of Gersten and
Thompson [46] in momentum space using the Blankenbecler-Sugar reduction of the
Bethe-Salpeter equation. The parameters obtained in this treatment were
roughly compatible with Schrodinger-equation treatment.

One obstacle to the acceptance of our GOBEP studies was the elusive nature
of scalar mesons. The tf" scalar meson near 400 Mev, required by most of the
other one-boson-exchange-model groups, found mixed experimental support. The £
meson, a scalar-isoscalar meson with a mass near the GJ (782 Mev), seemed to
come and go in each successive report by experimental particle physicists.

The possibility that the two-pion system should be represented in the N-N
interaction by a meson with a distributed mass was considered by Sawada,
Dainis and Grten (SDG), [48] who found that they could preserve the features
of the discrete mass models with very simple scalar mass distributions.
Subsequently with Stagat and Riewe (49)^with Nack and Riewe 1501 we found more
realistic mass distributions drawn from 1T-rrS-wave phase-shift data.



In Fig. *% we show experimental if-<phase shifts from the threshold ̂ -f, »
2m,,, - 277.4 MeV to 1200 MeV as given in PDG-72 [51J. Translating these phase
shifts into a formalism for describing a meson with a distributed mass was
essentially accomplished by letting

J(r) = \ p^)\ (r)d^. ,oC^) = sin2<f (19)

which is an adaption of the well-known ansatz of Charap and Fubini [521 and
its Fourier Transform

- Nfze"^" 1^ , (20)

where

N = e"%r^<,)^"
(l*1)/P0--+l), /? = i+lT-"j)/x', and z =

a width paramater and N is a normalizing factor. The curves in Fig. 1 are

b?.sed upon £(sin~ p ' , where p\s given by this distribution.

When our analytic distribution function is folded into the simple Yukawa
potential it leads to the analytic potential

J(r) -

Note that the larger the value of ±>, the narrower the mass distribution, and
when y-?&, J(r) becomes a simple Yukawa function corresponding to a meson of

In SRG 1 and 2 the mass distribution function for the £ was folded into
the generalized dipole potential (Eq. 1.16 with N = 2) and a prescription for
the regulator massA=A*fwith X a constant was used. Figure 8 illustrates an
example of a distributed-mass potential based upon dipole form factors.

To tidy up the nonrelativistic N-N studies of the Florida group for the
Rome conference, we hav«L,developed a model rtrfin mnr sharp mesons for their,
\, to and £ mesons but uses distributed mesons for the £ and p. We use dipole
form factors throughout. Because of the ambiguities and large errors (/•<£20o)
"tfafiil present in fr-V phase shift data, we ha»e sought a model in which the
parameters of the mass distribution are determined by searching on phenomeno-
logical N-N phase shifts [53,54]. Since the phase shifts turn out not to be
very sensitive to the precise position of the resonance (as long as it is
between 700 and 800 MeV), we chose to impose the five-vector constraint by
setting the resonance mass of the £ equal to the mass of thet̂ >.

Following the Rome Meeting Ueda, Nack and I extended our reiativistic N-N
model to 1 GeV using a complex potential [55]. Later following the Triumf
Meeting in 1977 and during a visit of Ueda we updated our non-relativistic a»ei
treatments to the new available data [56, 57]. Figures <| andl^show the
phase shifts so obtained. We also fit T.any of the observables in these works.



5. GOBEP FOR SPHERICAL CLOSED SHELL NUCLEI

With the concepts of meson field theory, as discussed in Sections 2 and 4
in relation to the nucleon-nucleon (N-N) interaction reasonably well estab-
lished, we returned our attention to the N-fy interaction as discussed in
Section 3. The initial stage of this work was devoted to a reexamination of
analytic phenomenological velocity dependent potentials with Sawada and Saxon
[56J, Darewych (57/58J and Miller [59J. Then, in connection with the Ph.D.
thesis of Dudley Miller, we developed a relativistic formalism for the N-ij
Interaction which preserves the importance of the cancellation between
vector-and scalar-meso^n fields present in our two-body GOBEP formalism [60].
This Dirac formalism.borrowed to some extent from some unpublished work of
Roztfayaf [61]. Our work was carried out in the context of our GOBEP studies
and used large coupling constants and nucleon-nucleon form factors.

The one-boson-exchange potan£*als were taken as the relativistic coordi-
nate-space potentials:

(22)

as implied in our N-N derivations [1-4J. In this case the functions J were
taken as dipole regulated Yukawa functions, which apart from the ̂ ~ have the
form of Eq. (16) with N=2.

The Hamiltonian operator for an A-body system with only two-body inter-
actions was taken as .

A 4

Taking the expectation value of H for a Slater determinant of appropriate
single-particle wave functions and minimizing (^IHIY) with respect to the
single-particle states leads to a set of A single particle Dirac equations

A

r^d^^jp-E^rj). (24)

The direct term in this relativistic Hartree Fock (RHF) model has the form

For the case of closed shell sperical nuclei, the only surviving direct terms

10



are

V r ) " -2- ̂ c j d+ir')/?^*.') J3(lr-r'i)d
3r', (26)

Uv°(r) - £ ĝ fic 56<.+(r')^(r') J <| r-r' l)d3r', (27)
v /* v * ~ j J •• J " v <**• *"-

£ f̂ic 56<.(r)^(r) J <| rr
/ i* v * ~ j J <•• J *•" v <**• *"-

The single particle wave functions 0 were restricted to be functions of
good total angular momentum and parity in which case the IPM potentials
satisfy, V (r) =» U (r) and Uv°(r) =» Uv°(r). All other direct potential terms
vanish. Tfieexchanged terms were not evaluated in the MG study.

The Dirac equation single particle wave functions of good total angul.ir
momentum, z-projection, and parity can be represented by

where F and G are the large- and small-component radial wave functions
respectively. The \%. functions, are Pauli central-field spinors which couple
a spherical harmonic with>*f=J+-^ to a Pauli spinor to achieve a state o: good
J and m,

The radial Dirac equation which results from an elimination of the central
field spinors are:

dG = U , ( < ( r ) E p +C(J + ) G>

J

where E* = E+MC2.

The calculations for the potentials U (r) and U °(r) were reduced to one-
dimensional radial integrals by the equatfon v

-e V L \ tdr' (30)
e

as adapted for regularized potentials. The appropriate density functions for
the scalar and vector potentials are

2J+I
s J-shells

— j (F.2(r) + GT
2(r). (31)

J-shells '-- J



In MG the single-particle potentials, wave functions, and eigenvalues were
found by successive iteration of the numerical equations (Eqs. 26, 27 and 30)
until self consistency was achieved. The mesonic ingredients used were the
meson and a sharp £ meson with the same mass and coupling constant, the Z3

meson and a fictitious scalar meson with m«2m-̂ ; The p meson was Included to
give an isospin dependence to the nuclear force which would be important for
heavy N > Z nuclei. Table III gives the parameters of the model, the para-
meters are qualitatively similar to those obtained in GOBEP calculations of
N-N phase shifts. It should be noted that there was considerable freedom for
further variation of the parameters given in MG. For example, very similar
results can be obtained by varying g and^f as long as the ratio g fig is main-
tained. A connection also appeared to exist between the <s> -€ coupling constant
and the form factor parameter /t.

The calculations of binding energy per particle and rras charge radii with
the MG model for nuclei ranging from 0 to Pb yielded results in good
agreement with experimental quantities. Table IV shows the calculations of
total binding energy and nns charge radii of doubly-magic nuclei. Fig. 10
shows a comparison of charge densities with analytic representation of
experimental data analyses. Finally, the single-particle energies obtained in
MG were comparable to the single-particle separation energies including inner
states obtained experimentally from (p, 2p) experiments. Table V illustrates
this result.

The success of the MG model in reproducing the experimental total binding
energies and charge rms radii and also single-particle separation energies has
been explained by Miller [611 as a relativistic effect upon the kinetic energy
expectation values of the single-particle wave functions. The large
relativistic correction was traced directly to the cancellation feature be-
tween vector and scalar mesons exists in all OBEP models and was incorporated
in MG. This feature translates into single-particle potentials U (r) and
U °(r) whose magnitudes are on the order of 500 MeV in the interiSr of finite
nuclei. The scalar potential is attractive and slightly larger in magnitude
than the vector potential which is repulsive,. The extreme nonrelatj.vistic
potential is merely the sum of these two and has the characteristics of an
attractive well of about 60-70 MeV depth such as developed in our a urlier VD
studies [29]. In the kinetic energy expectation value

[E-U8(r)-Uv°(r)J F
2(r)dr

+ j [Us(r)-Uv°<r)+E) G
2(r)dr (32)

fhe second term, which would normally be a small correction, has an integrand
proportional to the difference of the potentials U (r) and U °(r) which is a
number on the order of 1000 MeV and makes the contribution ol the term con-
siderable. It was thus demonstrated that the strong relativistic effects re-
sulting from the large coupling constants and cancellation between vector and
scalar mesons was responsible for the srood results obtained by MG. These
results point to the importance of using a relativistic formalism since many
of the steps used in the usual types of non-relativistic limits break down
under such cancellation conditions.



The calculations presented in MG neglected the Hartree-Fock exchange
matrix elements which include the entire contribution from the one-pion-
exchange potential in doubly-magic nuclei. The derivative coupling of the
0-meson field was also neglected. These were recognized as natural problems
for further study.

6. MANSFIELD TO TODAY

In 1971 Congress, in its wisdom, passed the Mansfield Amendment to the
Defense Appropriations Bill which prohibited DOD agencies from sponsoring pure
research. Thus ended my nuclear-theory funding by the Air Force Office of
Scientific Research. A reality of academic life in America is that it is
practically impossible to sustain a serious research program without external
funding. Since several of my valued former colleagues were carrying ths rela-
tivistic scalar-vector potential (RSVP) torch so well at major nuclear cen-
ters, I concentrated on my applied research problems and derived vicarious
pleasure following their continued RSVP efforts on the N-N, N-N and the N-
problems (62-64]. With the help of Ueda during a short visit Riewe and I did
manage to update our non-relativistic and relativistic treatments of the N-N
interaction for the Triumf conference [66-68]. Some results are shown in Fig.
11. Our last Florida potential has substantially few#adjusted parameters than
the Paris potentials and I commend it to thosp of you who prefer models which
are economical in adjusted constants.

I have also followed with great interest the beautiful RSVP work of Bunny
Clark and her collaborators [69-71] .of Mahaux [72] of many others present at
this conference. The success of these works in fitting the marvelous new body
of experimental spin observables data is bringing wide recognition to RSVPs.
The success and -omplementarity of the optical model and bound state RSVPs has
personally made me wonder again whether this cancellation may not indeed be a
manifestation of some basically simple natur^al law—when viewed from the
frame of reference. Perhaps the five dimensional framework which in part
stimulated my 49 RSVP effort has some underlying truth.

Following World War II the N-N interaction and its application to the
nuclear many body problems were regarded as the most important problems of
modern physics. In speaking to this mostly young international group of
physicists who are now making ^oocl strides on this problem I have one dis-
tillate from over 40 years of observations. Beware of conventional wisdom!
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-trow*.
SINGLE-PARTICLE MODEL OF THE NUCLEUS

Fig. 6" .̂ Potentials used by Green in calculations of single-particle states in nu<
[From A. E. S. Green, Phys. Rev. 102, 1325 (1956).]

1 5 2 NUCLEAR MODELS
— A/o C(

[CHAP.

3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Fro A Proton densities n radius. The solid curves are proton
density distributions for msss numbers 25, 50,100,150, 200, and
250 calculated on the basis of the family of potentials arrived at in
an earlier work (reference 5). The dashed curves are density
curves inferred from the Stanford electron scattering experiments.
To avoid overlap, the curves for successive mac numbers are
shifted upwards by 0.03 scale units. The heavy markers denote
the ordinates at which the scale U broken. The dotted line for
mass number 250 represents a density curve with a radius param-
eter 5% smaller than the radius parameter extrapolated from the
Stanford experimental results.

250

Fig. ^ 9 . Nuclear energy levels as calculated from the shell model. The predicted
energies of the last neutron in beta-stable odd nuclei are indicated. [From A. E. S.
Green, Phys. Rev. 104, 1617 (1956).]
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FIG. C" Representative
neutron Hufcrential scatter-
ing cross sections based on
the best nuclear parameters
indicated by the present
preliminary work (Tab
II). The dashed curves
represent the "local" pre-
dictions of Bjorlclund and
Fembach.

FIG. 7- Data and theoretical fits of the fig phase shifts.
The e down solution is indicated by a heavy line.

Neutron levels in Ca*1 and H P " based on Table II (Wyatt«/ al., 1960).
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p. Phase parameters for model I. The upper scale is incident energy (MeV) in the laboratory system and the
lower scale is the incident momentum (fm*1) in the c m . system. Circles indicate the energy-independent data of
Arndt (Ref. 22), which differs from AHR (Ref. 15) only at 50 and 325 MeV. Where energy-independent data are not
available, energy-dependent data of AHR are plotted as triangles. Shown are the p-p phase parameters.
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FIG.f^, Fits of models I and IV to the N-N phase parameters over Elm=0, 515 MeV. Model IV (D with 11 (10) param-
eter! corresponds to the solid (broken) curves. Only the solid curves are shown, if the broken curves are not appre-
ciably different from the solid ones. See Sec. IV on the data from the phase shift analyses. A, E, and S denote the data
from Refs. 5, 1, and 6, respectively.



TABLE I. Meson parameters of RHF model (MG).

Meson

u)
f

a
9

TJ*

0 1"
0 0*
0 0*
1 1-

Mass

782.8
7823
277.4
783.

g*

25. '
25.
0.675*
2.5»

g'*

(17.) b

(17.) b

(0.649)b

<1.74)fc

• Adjusted parameter.
* Tha coupling constant in parentheses (g'7) Is related

to the other constant ig2) by the relation gli »{(A2 -ix*)/
A'lV- Th° convention corresponding to g'2 Is more
commonly used In particle physics.

TABLE m. Eigenvalues and • jptratlon energies of
states to "O.

Proton
State eigenvalue

ls,/l 39.93

1AJ/I 20.03

!£,„ 10.83

Proton
separattm

38*4

18.RJJ

Neutron
eigenvalue

44.12

23.99

14.67

Neutron
separation

15.69 (last
particle)

TABLE II. Calculations uf total binding energy and rms charge radii of doubly major nuclei.

Element DM
- B . E . / 4

N NV MG Exp. DM
rms (charge) radii
K NV MG Exp.

16O
4°Ca
<8Ca
30Zr

6.76
4.99
4.00

2.49

8.10
8.53
8.70
8.59
7.90

6.75
7.49
7.48
7.85
7.53

7.73
8.32
7.87
8.07
7.31

7.35
8.25
8.55
8.87
8.05

7.98
8.55
8.67
8.71
7.87

2.71
3.41
3.45
4.18
5.37

2.59
3.19
3.25

4.87

2.84
3.67
3.75
4.58
5.94

2.76
3.45
3.52
4.23
5.44

2.70
3.49
3.49
4.30
5.54

2.73
3.49
3.48
4.30

5.50-5.54

0.06J-

4 6
RADIUS (F)

FIG. It Comparison of theoretical nuclear charge
dlstrtbutloas with experimental (analytic) curves.

10

Deuteron parameters obtained from

GOBEP model. The coupling constant

of the 6 meson has been adjusted

slightly (less than 5%) to give the

correct binding energy.

E_(MeV)
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P(fm)

% 0
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MuN)
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Model

2 .

1.

3

0

0 .

.2245

.8219

.97

.2565

8605

2

1.82

0

0

E x p t .

.2245
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.8574


